Welcome

Welcome to Gratnells Suggested Selling
Guide, we hope you will find it useful.
Part of the challenge for many of our customers has been how to efficiently and easily represent
Gratnells products or products using Gratnells’ technology in a clear way that will result in the
best sales possible.
To that end we have put together this short guide that we envisage our customers using as a
starting point from which creative teams can develop their own presentation to best suit their
catalogue layout, style and feel.
For your convenience, all logos, layouts along with complete library of product images can be
found on the Gratnells Resources Disc in both In-Design and Quark formats - Help yourself.
Should you have any queries or questions, do please contact us and we look forward to seeing
your beautiful literature in due course!
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Gratnells Logo

Gratnells Branding

The Gratnells corporate logo is an established mark of the
company, and for this reason, it must be used consistently,
treated with respect, and given adequate space, ensuring
a coherent brand image is portrayed.

G
Exclusion zone

The scale of the logo will always be dependent on the specific
medium and size of the printed matter. The Gratnells corporate
logo should never be re-drawn – use the original files supplied.
It is important to give the logo the necessary space to maintain
its integrity; always ensure there is a minimum exclusion zone G
around the logo. G is equal to half the height of the logo.

G
G
G

Artwork file: gratnells_logo.eps

Colour
Whenever the Gratnells corporate logo is reproduced,
it should always be used in Gratnells Blue, or matched
to Pantone 281C, C100 M72 Y0 K32 or R0 G62 B126.

Mono logo
When the Gratnells corporate logo appears in black and white
publications, the filled box must appear solid black, with the
‘Gratnells’ mark reversed out in white. The same exclusion zone
guidelines apply.

Exclusion zone

Artwork file: gratnells_corporate_logo_mono.eps

Logo on a coloured background
When the Gratnells corporate logo appears on a coloured
background, the filled box must be displayed in Gratnells Blue
with a white keyline. The ‘Gratnells’ mark must be reversed out
in white. The same exclusion zone guidelines apply.
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Trays and Accessories
The Trays and Accessories page is the gateway to understanding the
flexibility and quality of Gratnells products.

Using the logo, introduction text
and situation image gives the
prospective client a flavour of the
quality and usage of the products.

To be truly effective the page should convey the following:
• The trays form part of a system that can be used for storing a wide
variety of articles in furniture.
• Accessories further partition items enhancing storage efficiency.
• Quality, strength and suitability for education is well explained.

An illustration of the height differences
between the 4 standard F trays.

DIMENSIONS (mm)

F1

DIMENSIONS (mm)

F2

DIMENSIONS (mm)

F25

DIMENSIONS (mm)

(H)75 x (W)312
x (D)427

(H)150 x (W)312
x (D)427

(H)225 x (W)312
x (D)427

(H)300 x (W)312
x (D)427

This panel shows the way
in which Gratnells inserts
and accessories can be
used in conjunction
with the trays.

Like this suggestion?
Logos, and ArtWork for this layout is available in Quark
and InDesign formats on the Gratnells Resources disc.
File names: Trays_and_Accessories.ind and
Trays_and_Accessories.qxd
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F3

Showing the prospective
customer the features and
quality of the tray is an
important trigger in the
buying process.

Unique features of
Gratnells trays
RIM for maximum
tray support
on side runners

TRADEMARK
HANDLE CUT-OUT

SMOOTH BASE
SURFACE for
easy cleaning
FOUR RIDGES ON
BASE to minimise
friction on work
surfaces

REINFORCING
RIBS to prevent
tray deforming
and falling through
when loaded

FRONT STOPS to
prevent tray being
pushed backwards
through furniture

Linking the Trays and
Accessories page to the
subsequent Gratstack
and/or relevant furniture
pages is important for
the understanding of the
potential customer that
this is part of a system.
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Wooden Furniture Option 1
For wooden furniture makers or distributors using the Gratnells
Educational Storage System, we have two layout suggestions.
Suggestion one is shown below. It is based on the idea that you
show a physical example of the furniture range at the beginning.
This can be a high quality individual photograph or more aspirational
“in classroom” photograph.
Line diagrams can then be used to illustrate the potential customer
further options, neatly and clearly. This layout can be very effective
when linked to a Trays and Accessories page as shown on page 5
earlier in the guide.

An in-classroom photo with
children present or an individual
cut out photograph of the
product shows the potential
customer the visual style
and quality of product
that is available.

Representations of
furniture models
using line diagrams
or 3D modelling are
clean, consistent and
space efficient.

Like this suggestion?
Logos, and ArtWork for this
layout is available in Quark
and InDesign formats on the
Gratnells Resources disc.
File names: Furniture_
suggestions_1.ind and
Furniture_suggestions_1.qxd
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This can be the name of the
product range, or the logo of
the furniture maker in the case
of larger catalogues.

This area very briefly introduces the Gratnells trays
used in the furniture, their references and also the
colour options available. This is a must use area of the
page if no separate Trays and Accessories page is
present in the catalogue.
If there is a separate Trays and Accessories page similar to
page 5 then this area can be used to create a link between
the two pages with potential to further show the quality
of the trays and also offer the chance of further sales of
accessories. In this case the typical treatments would be
as illustrated as per the diagram on the right.

Build and enhance with
other Gratnells products

see page X

Alternative panel

This area illustrates to the
potential client that the four
trays have relative heights that
can provide great flexibility
to the furniture shown.
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Wooden Furniture Option 2
The second suggestion for laying out the page containing wood
furniture is focussed towards actual photographs (we are using
3D renderings to show the approximate page layout). Compared
to suggestion one, the range and number of furniture items is likely
to be smaller, with an emphasis on illustrating the individual qualities
of each piece of furniture. This page works very well for specialist
furniture items such as art trolley, cloakrooms and group play (see page
28 of the Gratnells Technical Manual for these furniture suggestions).

An in-classroom photo with
children present shows
the potential customer the
visual style and quality of
product that is available.

Gratnells trays sizes, colours
and codes for ordering.

This area illustrates to the potential client the
modular nature of the furniture using the four
trays and their relative heights that can provide
great flexibility to the furniture shown.

Like this suggestion?
Logos, and ArtWork for this
layout is available in Quark
and InDesign formats on the
Gratnells Resources disc.
File names: Furniture_
suggestions_2.ind and
Furniture_suggestions_2.qxd
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This can be the name of the
product range, or the logo of the
furniture maker in the case of
larger catalogues.

These areas should be populated with
real photographs of furniture models
with a short description of each item.
This allows a range of different styles of
furniture to be placed on one page with
a coherent theme of Gratnells trays.
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GratStack®
The GratStack® is the high quality modular plastic frame system
that works in conjunction with the standard F range of trays.
To sell this product range effectively the following points must
be conveyed:
• Great flexibility – it is a modular system that can be added
to over time.
• The inherent safety of the rounded corners and plastic material
compared to wood or metal.

These three graphics show
the inherent USPs of the
GratStack product.

Using ready made examples
is consistently more
successful that selling
component parts.

If you have a Trays and
Accessories page, as
illustrated on page 5, this
box offers the chance of
additional accessories sales
and links the Gratnells
educational storage system
together.

Like this suggestion?
Logos, and ArtWork for this
layout is available in Quark
and InDesign formats on the
Gratnells Resources disc.
File names: Gratstack_layout_
suggestion.ind and Gratstack_
layout_suggestion.qxd
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Situation shot featuring
children gives a good
idea of scale and quality
of the product.
Showing the castor
demonstrates the
inherent flexibility
of the system.

HappyStack®
The HappyStack® is not interchangeable with the other Gratnells
products and should not be linked to the Trays and Accessories page.

Dimensions panel provides
clear, concise information
for the potential customer.

Clear, supporting pictures
show the 5 models that are
available.

HappyStack with child
model establishes the use
and scale of the product.

Like this suggestion?
Logos, and ArtWork for this
layout is available in Quark
and InDesign formats on the
Gratnells Resources disc.
File names: HappyStack_
layout_suggestion.ind
and HappyStack_layout_
suggestion.qxd
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Metal Storage System
For our Metal storage system, we understand that it is often illustrated
with trays and accessories in place of a separate Trays and Accessories
page. This means that the trays and accessories need to be explained
prior to an explanation of how our adjustable runner system works.
When this has been completed finished products are shown which will
form the basis from which the prospective customer can order.

This area illustrates to the
potential client that the four
trays have relative heights
and the codes and colours
for ordering.

A panel showing the
full range of Gratnells
accessories can enhance
the order value and shows
the inherent practicality
of the trays and the items
they can store.

These three panels explain
the adjustable metal
system and how
the runners
work and are
locked in place.

Like this suggestion?
Logos, and ArtWork for this
layout is available in Quark
and InDesign formats on the
Gratnells Resources disc.
File names: Metal_storage_
layout_suggestion.ind
and Metal_storage_layout_
suggestion.qxd
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Using the logo, text and
usage builds confidence
as to the quality and overall
usage of the products.

Showing the prospective
customer the features
and quality of the tray is
an important trigger in
the buying process.

The right hand page has been reserved
as a showcase of the different model
suggestions that are available.
Thorugh our experience we have found
this is be significantly more effective that
inviting customers to “design their own”
trolley or frame.
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Science Kits in Gratnells Trays
Gratnells educational trays are used as packaging by many prestigious
science experiment makers. Within the pages of the catalogue
referencing this fact and linking them to either a separate Trays
and Accessories page (see page 5 of this guide) or the Science and
Technology storage pages (see page 12 of this guide) can have a knock
on effect of selling additional storage to contain these kits.
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Stationery Kits in Gratnells Trays
Gratnells educational trays are used as packaging by many prestigious
stationery companies for their class-packs. Within the pages of the
catalogue referencing this fact and linking them to either a separate
Trays and Accessories page (see page 5 of this guide) can have a knock
effect of selling additional storage to contain these kits.
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Gratnells Ltd, 8 Howard Way,
Harlow, Essex CM20 2SU, UK
Tel: + 44 (0)1279 401550
Email: trays@gratnells.co.uk

Fax: + 44 (0)1279 419127
export@gratnells.co.uk

Web: www.gratnellsglobal.com
Company Reg. No. London 359473

